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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
----------------------------------------------------------------x 
       : Chapter 11 
In re: MF Global Holdings Ltd., et al.,   : 
       : Case No. 11-15059 (MG) 
  Debtors.1     : 
       : Jointly Administered 
----------------------------------------------------------------x 
 
 

PLAN ADMINISTRATOR’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION  

TO PROOFS OF CLAIM NOS. 1216 AND 1217,  

FILED BY JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. 

MF Global Holdings Ltd., as Plan Administrator2, through its undersigned attorneys, 

respectfully submits this reply to JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A.’s Response in Opposition to the 

Plan Administrator’s Objection to Proofs of Claim Nos. 1216 and 1217 (the “Response”).   

In support of this reply, the Plan Administrator submits the declarations of Richard East 

(the “East Declaration”), Laurie Ferber (the “Ferber Declaration”), and Michael Vaughn (the 

“Vaughn Declaration”) attached as Exhibits A, B, and C, respectively, to the Declaration of 

Daniel Cunningham. 

                                                 
1   The debtors in these chapter 11 cases are MF Global Holdings Ltd. (“Holdings Ltd.”), 

MF Global Finance USA Inc., MF Global Capital LLC, MF Global Market Services LLC, MF 
Global FX Clear LLC (“FX Clear”), and MF Global Holdings USA Inc. 

2   Capitalized terms used but not defined herein have the meanings ascribed to them in 
the Objection of Plan Administrator to Proofs of Claim Nos. 1216 and 1217, filed by JPMorgan 
Chase Bank, N.A. (the “Objection”). 
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

JPMorgan does not and cannot dispute that there were commercially reasonable 

determinants of value available on October 31, 2011 for the highly liquid, plain vanilla foreign 

exchange trades it chose to terminate on that date.  Nor can JPMorgan dispute that it could have 

valued those trades as of October 31 using widely available market data, irrespective of when it 

got around to performing that calculation.  JPMorgan’s sole proffered excuse for not calculating 

its claim as of the required date—that it took two additional days to get its internal bookkeeping 

in order—is simply a nonsequitur.  Applying such an opaque and utterly subjective standard to 

the closeout date finds no support in the plain language of the ISDA Master Agreement, the 

Bankruptcy Code or common sense and is an invitation for abuse.  JPMorgan should not be 

permitted to literally quadruple its claim by relying on arbitrary, self-serving excuses to justify 

the use of highly favorable, post-termination market values.   

The ISDA Master Agreement demands that terminated trades be valued “as of” the Early 

Termination Date, unless doing so on that date is “not reasonably practicable.”  Likewise, 

Section 562 of the Bankruptcy Code requires such claims to be valued as of the Early 

Termination Date unless there are no “commercially reasonable determinants of value” on that 

date.  JPMorgan’s proposed interpretations of the ISDA Master Agreement and Section 562 

would ignore their plain language and read the applicable timing language right out of both 

provisions.     

Seeking to complicate what is, at its foundation, a simple question of contractual and 

statutory interpretation that can be resolved based on plain language, JPMorgan introduces a host 

of facts about the method by which it purportedly “closed-out” the transactions at issue and the 

internal processes that were required in order to complete this “close-out”.  But these facts are 
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utterly immaterial; even assuming (for the sake of argument) that all of the facts JPMorgan has 

set forth are true, and assuming that JPMorgan’s method for calculating its Loss was otherwise 

appropriate (save for the date), JPMorgan still has not shown that it was “not reasonably 

practicable” to value the transactions at issue “as of” the Early Termination Date, October 31, 

2011.  Rather, JPMorgan acknowledges that its valuation was conducted by applying readily 

observable market pricing curves from November 2 to the small portfolio of FX trades between 

JPMorgan and FX Clear.  But the exact same method could have been applied on November 2, 

using market pricing curves “as of” October 31, which were also readily observable at the time 

that JPMorgan actually conducted its close-out calculations.     

JPMorgan ignores the moral hazard created by its interpretation of the contract and the 

statute, instead making the nonsensical argument that it did not suffer any “actual loss” until it 

had completed the ill-defined, internal process of “closing-out” the trades and reflecting their 

termination in its systems.  Setting aside the fact that neither the ISDA Master Agreement nor the 

Bankruptcy Code specifically mentions or defines an “actual loss,” the definition of actual loss 

that JPMorgan puts forward is an utter fiction.  Any loss on these trades was incurred when 

JPMorgan elected to terminate them—on the Early Termination Date—and therefore could no 

longer rely on any payment of future cash flows.  To the extent that JPMorgan experienced any 

losses after the Early Termination Date, it was JPMorgan that bore the risk of that loss, as it was 

JPMorgan that elected the Early Termination Date.  Permitting JPMorgan to elect the Early 

Termination Date and then to elect a different date for valuing its Loss, solely on the basis that it 

was slow to perform its internal bookkeeping, would be to allow precisely the moral hazard that 
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both the ISDA Master Agreement and Section 562 of the Bankruptcy Code are designed to 

avoid.3   

II. FACTS 

A. JPMorgan Was Eminently Capable Of Valuing The Terminated 

Transactions As Of The Early Termination Date. 

JPMorgan’s recitation of the facts concerning its internal process for calculating its 

claim—even if true—is ultimately immaterial to resolution of the dispute at issue, which 

involves a straightforward application of unambiguous contractual and statutory requirements.  

Nonetheless, as an initial matter, it is worth describing why JPMorgan’s claim, set out at length 

in the Response, that it was required to work “diligently” and “into the night” in order to close 

out the transactions at issue here cannot be believed.   

First, the 349 terminated transactions at issue are among the simplest, most liquid FX 

derivatives traded in the global FX market.4  According to the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency, JPMorgan is the largest holder of derivatives trades among all U.S. holding 

companies, and was the largest holder of FX derivatives trades among U.S. commercial banks 

and trust companies as of December 31, 2011.5  JPMorgan was in 2011 (and remains) one of the 

world’s largest traders in FX derivatives, including FX spot and forward trades.  In fact, in 2011, 

                                                 
3 JPMorgan’s submission of a declaration by a middle office manager who personally 

professes ignorance about movements in exchange rates, particularly in the Australian dollar, 
over the key two day period (Gallagher Decl., ¶ 30) fails to carry JPMorgan’s burden on this 
question as it does not even purport to address the bank’s knowledge.  It strains credulity to 
imagine that none of JPMorgan’s FX traders or their supervisors were aware as of November 2 
of the basic market information necessary to conclude that prices were more favorable on that 
date for a closeout rather than two days earlier. 

4   Vaughn Decl., ¶¶ 3–6. 

5   Comptroller of the Currency, Administrator of National Banks, OCC’s Quarterly 
Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities, Fourth Quarter 2011, at Tables 2, 8, attached 
to the Cunningham Decl. as Ex. D. 
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JPMorgan was globally the fifth largest trader in FX spot and forward trades, responsible for 7% 

of all trading occurring in those markets.6  In a global market where $1.965 trillion in spot and 

forward transactions was traded every day as of 2010,7 this means that JPMorgan traded 

approximately $137 billion of FX spot and forward trades on any given day.  The total size of 

FX Clear’s portfolio with JPMorgan was $214 million, meaning that the portfolio accounted for 

0.16% of JPMorgan’s daily global FX trading.  Moreover, many if not most of these trades were 

likely subject to credit limits that required JPMorgan to value its portfolio of trades with a given 

counterparty on a daily basis, if not minute-to-minute.8  Given these facts, there is no question 

that JPMorgan’s traders had the capacity to value the relatively small portfolio of 349 

transactions with FX Clear on the Early Termination Date. 

Second, the portfolio was largely spot trades settling within one or two days of inception.9  

The immediacy of this market surely required JPMorgan to have near instantaneous capacity to 

assess its portfolio and to identify and isolate the impact of any particular trade on the overall 

portfolio far more quickly than it suggests was possible here.  Moreover, any purported “hedging 

activity” that JPMorgan claims to have conducted, Response at 13–14 n.4, would have needed to 

be done immediately in order to actually replace the terminated transactions in JPMorgan’s 

portfolio. 

Third, it is very difficult to believe that JPMorgan was not aware of the changes to 

market rates that were occurring between October 31 and November 2 (rendering JPMorgan’s 

                                                 
6   Deutsche Bank, Highlights of the Euromoney Foreign Exchange Survey 2011, 

attached to the Cunningham Decl. as Ex. E. 

7   Bank for International Settlements, Triennial Central Bank Survey: Report on global 
FX market activity in 2010, 7 (December 2010), attached to the Cunningham Decl. as Ex. F. 

8   Ferber Decl., ¶ 15. 

9   Vaughn Decl., ¶ 5. 
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claim more expensive to Holdings Ltd.), given that currency exchange rates are readily 

observable and JPMorgan was executing thousands of trades in the relevant currencies during the 

days in question.     

Finally, JPMorgan had substantial advance warning of the potential need to close-out 

these transactions.  JPMorgan played many roles with respect to MF Global in 2011, acting as 

advisor, underwriter, investment banker, lender, commercial bank, prime broker, and clearing 

bank.10  In most of these capacities, JPMorgan employees were a near-constant presence in the 

offices of MF Global during the week of October 24, 2011.11  During the same week, acting as 

MF Global’s bank, JPMorgan placed MF Global on “debit alert,” requiring careful scrutiny of 

every fund transfer request by MF Global, while personnel from JPMorgan were reviewing and 

approving every instruction for securities settlement before the security would be permitted to 

settle.12  At the same time, MF Global and JPMorgan entered into a non-disclosure agreement 

permitting JPMorgan to conduct due diligence on MF Global’s business, in order to evaluate a 

potential purchase of some or all of MF Global’s business.13  JPMorgan proceeded to conduct 

due diligence on MF Global’s business that weekend.14  On Sunday, October 30, 2011, 

JPMorgan participated in an auction of trading portfolios belonging to MF Global, including 

bidding for and actually purchasing several such portfolios.15  Thus, JPMorgan was intimately 

familiar—prior to October 31, 2011—with MF Global’s precarious financial position.  Any 

                                                 
10   Ferber Decl., ¶ 3. 

11   Ferber Decl., ¶¶ 4, 11. 

12  Ferber Decl., ¶ 6. 

13   Ferber Decl., ¶ 10. 

14   Ferber Decl., ¶ 11. 

15   Ferber Decl., ¶ 12. 
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delay in identifying, reconciling, and valuing the close-out transactions is particularly difficult to 

justify given the heightened scrutiny JPMorgan was giving to MF Global at the time. 

For all of these reasons, given the opportunity for fulsome discovery into JPMorgan’s 

claim that determination of its Loss as of the Early Termination Date was not reasonably 

practicable, the Plan Administrator would be able to show that precisely the opposite was true.  

Nonetheless, for the reasons set forth below, such discovery is unnecessary to resolve the dispute 

in favor of the Plan Administrator.16 

B. It Was “Reasonably Practicable” To Value The Terminated Transactions 

“As Of” The Early Termination Date. 

Even if, for the purposes of this objection, it is assumed that JPMorgan’s close-out 

process was as JPMorgan describes, it still has not shown that, following this process, it was not 

reasonably practicable to value the terminated trades as of October 31, 2011.  This is so for two 

reasons.   

First, and critically, any actual loss that JPMorgan suffered was suffered on the Early 

Termination Date, when JPMorgan no longer had an expectation of future cashflows from FX 

Clear.17  In order to account for its seemingly unaccountable delay in valuing the terminated 

transactions, in the face of a highly liquid market permitting valuation at virtually any time of the 

                                                 
16 While we respectfully submit that it is not necessary to delve into the facts concerning 

JPMorgan’s internal close-out process in order to uphold the Plan Administrator’s objection 
based on the plain language interpretation of the ISDA Master Agreement and Section 562 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, to the extent the Court finds such factual matters to be relevant, the Plan 
Administrator disputes JPMorgan’s account, necessitating discovery and an evidentiary hearing.  

17   JPMorgan suggests vaguely that it actually hedged the terminated trades on 
November 2, Response at 13–14 & n.4, although most of the spot trades at issue would have 
terminated by their own terms by that date, rendering “hedging” effectively meaningless, and the 
representation that JPMorgan actually hedged the specific terminated transactions on November 
2 is noticeably absent from the declaration of Mr. Gallagher.  In any case, JPMorgan has not 
made any claim for costs attributable to actual replacement or hedging trades, so the date of any 
such trades is immaterial to the question of whether it was “reasonably practicable” to perform 
the Loss calculation—by the method JPMorgan itself selected—on October 31.   
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day or night, a binding contract, and a statute requiring valuation as of the Early Termination 

Date, JPMorgan describes a process, separate from trade termination, which it refers to as “close-

out.”  According to JPM, the “close-out” of trades requires JPMorgan to perform a series of 

vaguely defined internal processes, following which it will experience an “actual loss” or “actual 

gain” as a result of the formal “close-out” of the trades from its internal systems.  See Response 

at 6–9, Gallagher Decl., ¶¶ 6, 18–27.  Ultimately, JPMorgan posits, “[t]he market value of the 

transaction at the time of close-out determines the loss or gain on the transaction.”  Response at 

7.  But JPMorgan’s internal, vaguely described “close-out” process has no significance to the 

valuation date issue in dispute.  Its loss or gain was experienced upon the legal termination of the 

transactions—which occurred on the Early Termination Date selected by JPMorgan.  All that 

JPMorgan apparently did on November 2 was to reflect this legal termination on its books; in 

other words, recording on its books that it could no longer expect future cashflows from its FX 

Clear trades.  Any delay in reflecting that termination in its books and records is purely a 

question of bookkeeping by JPMorgan.  Whether JPMorgan kept its books timely on October 31, 

two days later or two years later does not cause any change to the loss or gain that JPMorgan 

experienced upon the actual termination of the trades.  Indeed, although JPMorgan suggests that 

“back-dating the valuation to October 31 would be a merely fictional loss calculation,” Response 

at 3, it is JPMorgan’s own calculation—which was done using market prices from two days after 

the Early Termination Date—that generates fictional losses by charging MF Global with adverse 

market moves that were subsequent to JPMorgan’s chosen termination date. 

  Second, whatever internal processes JPMorgan elected to engage in before obtaining 

market prices and finally valuing the terminated transactions, its description of that valuation 

process makes perfectly clear that there was no barrier to JPMorgan valuing the trades “as of” 
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the Early Termination Date.  As JPMorgan describes it, “[t]he market rates prevailing [on 

November 2] were used to value the terminated transactions and determined [sic] whether there 

was a loss or gain on them.”  Response at 8.18  JPMorgan does not contest that market rates as of 

the Early Termination Date were also readily available at the very same time, and could have 

been used to value these terminated transactions through the very same process that JPMorgan 

actually used.  In other words, there was no barrier to JPMorgan acting exactly as it describes, 

utilizing all of the processes that it elected to use, and relying on prevailing market values as of 

the correct date—the Early Termination Date—rather than market prices prevailing on 

November 2.  Using prevailing prices as of the Early Termination Date would have accurately 

reflected JPMorgan’s actual loss suffered as a result of the disappearance on that date of the 

expected future cash flows of the terminated transactions.  JPMorgan’s suggestion that valuing 

the trades as of the Early Termination Date was not “reasonably practicable” is simply not 

supported. 

II. ARGUMENT 

A. Standard for Claim Objections. 

JPMorgan is correct that a proof of claim is prima facie valid, unless a party in interest 

objects.  Response at 9; see also Fed. R. Bankr. P. 3001(f); 11 U.S.C. § 502(a).  However, 

JPMorgan incorrectly states that “the Plan Administrator bears the burden of showing that 

JPMorgan’s Proofs of Claims should not be allowed for the amount claimed.”  Response at 9–10.  

If the objector “produce[s] evidence which, if believed, would refute at least one of the 

allegations that is essential to the claim’s legal sufficiency,” the presumption of validity is 

overcome and “the claimant must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence the extent and 

                                                 
18   JPMorgan acknowledged to Holdings Ltd. that these prices came from Reuters, a 

widely accessible market service.  Objection, Ex. I. 
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validity of its claim.”  In re King, 305 B.R. 152, 164–65 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2004) (internal 

quotations and citations omitted).  “[I]f the objecting party rebuts the claimant’s prima facie 

case, it is for the claimant to prove his claim, not for the objector to disprove it . . . .”  Id. 

(quoting In re Kahn, 114 B.R. 40, 44 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1990)).   

The Plan Administrator’s Objection demonstrates that JPMorgan’s Claims 1216 and 1217 

violate the plain language of the parties’ ISDA Master Agreement and Section 562 of the 

Bankruptcy Code because JPMorgan valued the FX trades with FX Clear as of two days after the 

Early Termination Date.  The burden now rests squarely on JPMorgan to demonstrate the extent 

and validity of its claim by a preponderance of the evidence.  It has not done so, and cannot do 

so. 

B. The Plain Language Of The ISDA Master Agreement Requires 

Determination Of Loss As Of The Early Termination Date. 

JPMorgan seeks to muddle what is a very simple application of the plain language of the 

ISDA Master Agreement.  The applicable closeout method under the Loss provision is not in 

dispute here.  Neither are black letter principles of English case law.  Rather, the parties’ only 

disagreement is whether JPMorgan’s claims may be valued “as of” a date other than the Early 

Termination Date because it was “not reasonably practicable” to value them as of the Early 

Termination Date.  Ultimately, JPMorgan’s argument on this score amounts to an assertion that 

any subsequent date is acceptable as long as it was working “diligently” and “in good faith.”  

Setting aside whether JPMorgan—one of the most sophisticated derivatives trading banks in the 

world—was in fact being diligent in taking two days to identify and price 349 highly liquid, 

plain vanilla FX trades, the objective standard set by the ISDA Master Agreement does not turn 

on the vagaries of JPMorgan’s internal processes.  In any event, irrespective of when JPMorgan 

got around to calculating the trade values, it was eminently practicable for it to use October 31 
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prices from readily available market sources; it simply chose to use more favorable November 2 

prices. 

1. The ISDA Master Agreement Creates A Presumption That Loss Is To Be 
Determined As Of The Early Termination Date. 

The Loss provision in the ISDA Master Agreement creates, by its own terms, a 

presumption that a terminated transaction should be valued as of the Early Termination Date: “A 

party will determine its Loss as of the relevant Early Termination Date, or, if that is not 

reasonably practicable, as of the earliest date thereafter as is reasonably practicable.”  Only 

in the instance that it is not “reasonably practicable” to determine Loss “as of” the Early 

Termination Date may a later date be used—and even then, the determination must be made as 

of the “earliest date thereafter” that is “reasonably practicable.”   

This limited exception does not grant JPMorgan unlimited discretion.  To the contrary, 

the User’s Guide to the 1992 ISDA Master Agreements provides that “the definition of ‘Loss’ 

now acknowledges the practical difficulties of determining Loss as of the Early Termination 

Date and, accordingly, permits a party to determine its Loss as of the earliest date reasonably 

practicable after the Early Termination Date” but cautions that “parties should be careful in 

utilizing this additional flexibility in Loss, because any abuse of this flexibility could 

undermine its enforceability.”19  While this standard may permit reasonable exceptions to the 

presumption of determination as of the Early Termination Date according to specific 

circumstances, those exceptions are intended to be extremely limited.  According to FIRTH ON 

DERIVATIVES, “What is reasonable will depend on the circumstances but, in many cases, the 

period will be very short.”  Simon Firth, DERIVATIVES LAW AND PRACTICE ¶ 11.145 (internal 

                                                 
19   User’s Guide to the 1992 ISDA Master Agreements at 25 (emphasis added), attached 

to the Cunningham Decl. as Ex. G. 
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citations omitted).20  In this case, as described above, using the very method that JPMorgan 

admits it used to determine its own Loss, it was not only “reasonably practicable,” but extremely 

simple to value the terminated transactions as of the Early Termination Date.  Accordingly, there 

is no reason to make an exception to the ISDA Master’s preferred date of determination; 

JPMorgan’s attempt to invoke the exception is contrary to the language of the ISDA Master and 

an abuse of discretion.       

JPMorgan’s interpretation of the requirement that Loss be determined as of the Early 

Termination Date effectively reads this critical timing element right out of the Agreement.  Not 

satisfied merely to depart from the presumptive date of determination when doing so is “not 

reasonably practicable,” JPMorgan makes the dubious argument that “[t]he plain meaning of this 

language is that the relevant market prices or replacement costs for purposes of Loss 

determination are those prevailing on the date that Loss is actually determined and not on any 

previous date.”  Response at 11 (citing Grand Decl. ¶¶ 4.6–4.8).  This assertion has no basis in 

the text of the ISDA Master Agreement and appears to have been invented from whole cloth by 

JPMorgan.  If a party is permitted to determine its Loss after completing whatever internal 

processes it chooses to employ, and is to determine its Loss using “the relevant market prices . . . 

prevailing on the date that Loss is actually determined and not on any previous date,” then there 

is no objective check on the non-defaulting party’s calculation.  This position is inconsistent with 

the presumption embedded in the Loss definition that Loss be determined as of the Early 

Termination Date, and is precisely the type of abuse of discretion against which the ISDA User’s 

                                                 
20   As Firth also describes, “[t]he determining party’s duty to act reasonably and in good 

faith probably means that the Loss must be determined on the assumption that the determining 
party has taken reasonable steps to minimise any costs or losses it suffers as a result of the 
termination of the transactions.”  Id., ¶ 11.151.  Thus, any discretion that the non-defaulting party 
may be permitted carries a presumption that the non-defaulting party will be working actively to 
avoid (not to increase) unnecessary charges to the defaulting party.   
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Guide warns.  Valuing terminated trades as of whatever date a non-defaulting party happens to 

have completed an unspecified series of internal calculations and internal processes, as 

JPMorgan suggests is permissible, is an untenable contractual standard.21  

In making this argument, JPMorgan appears to conflate the requirement that Loss be 

calculated as of the Early Termination Date unless “not reasonably practicable” with the 

requirement that the calculation statement substantiating its Loss calculation be submitted to the 

defaulting party as soon as reasonably practicable.  In Section 6(d)(i), the ISDA Master 

Agreement provides that “[o]n or as soon as reasonably practicable following the occurrence of 

an Early Termination Date, each party will make the calculations on its part, if any, contemplated 

by Section 6(e) [including the Loss provision] and will provide to the other party a statement” 

showing those calculations in detail.  This conflation is misleading, for at least two reasons.  

First, there is no presumption that the calculation statement should be delivered on the Early 

Termination Date.  (In fact, here, JPMorgan did not deliver the calculation statement until 

November 10, 2011.  Keeley Decl., Ex. H.)  In contrast, the Loss provision states outright that 

Loss will be determined as of the Early Termination Date, unless not reasonably practicable.   

Second, the factors that make submission of a calculation statement not reasonably 

practicable are very different from the factors that make determination of Loss not reasonably 

practicable.  Indeed, many of the facts that JPMorgan claims render its determination of Loss on 

the Early Termination Date “not reasonably practicable”—such as reconciling and double-

checking the population of trades—in fact impact only whether JPMorgan could reasonably have 

                                                 
21   Taking JPMorgan’s factual submissions at face value, it would have understood on 

October 31, 2011 that its “close-out” was likely to take one or more days.  On that date, it could 
have submitted a termination notice setting November 1 or November 2 as the Early Termination 
Date, giving both parties substantially more certainty as to the value of JPMorgan’s Loss on the 
Early Termination Date.  Instead, it elected to designate October 31 as the Early Termination 
Date and two days later, from the vantage point of hindsight, used November 2 market values.   
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submitted a calculation statement on that day.  Likewise, many of the secondary sources that 

JPMorgan quotes from in its Response appear in fact to be describing why it would not be 

“reasonably practicable” to submit a calculation statement on the Early Termination Date.  See 

Response at 11–12; Grand Decl., ¶ 4.15; Keeley Decl., Ex. K; 1 DERIVATIVES DESKBOOK § 5:4 

(providing in respect of the Market Quotation (not Loss) method, “[n]on-defaulting parties 

should err on the side of accuracy and completeness rather than rushing through these 

calculations to send a valuation statement out immediately on or after the early termination 

date”); 5:5 (“[P]arties should be more concerned about accuracy, completeness and verification 

than with attempting to deliver a valuation statement immediately after the early termination 

date.”); 5:8.2. (“There may be many reasons why the calculations are not finalized on the early 

termination date.  The non-defaulting party may have declared an immediate early termination 

date, but the computations required to finalize the valuation statement are complex and time-

consuming.  As previously noted, in finalizing the valuation statement, accuracy is more 

important than timeliness.”).  While JPMorgan may have been justified in taking additional time 

to confirm its calculation statement (and indeed, it took eight additional days beyond November 

2 to submit its calculation statement), there is simply no persuasive justification to be found in 

JPMorgan’s Response for abandoning the contractual requirement that it determine its Loss as of 

the Early Termination Date.      

2. English Law Does Not Support JPMorgan’s Argument. 

JPMorgan acknowledges that there is no case, under English or U.S. law, clearly 

explicating the timing presumption under the Loss provision of the 1992 ISDA Master 

Agreement.  Response at 12; Grand Decl., ¶ 2.3.  Nonetheless, it asserts that “[p]rovided that the 

determining party has acted in a commercially reasonable manner, an English court will not 

substitute its own judgment as to methodology.”  Response at 11, 12, 14.  The Plan 
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Administrator is not disputing the method by which JPM determined its loss—only the timing of 

that determination, about which the Loss provision is very specific.  In any event, JPMorgan’s 

assertion finds no support in the English case law that JPMorgan cites. 

As an initial matter, JPMorgan spends substantial time offering tenuous predictions about 

how an English court would likely apply the Loss provision while dismissing the one decision—

Anthracite—which actually interprets the Loss provision, noting that: 

[t]he value of being able to draw a line under the transaction by the use of a 
breach date basis of valuation of the claimant’s loss is that, save in special cases, 
for example where the claimant is locked into a disadvantageous position by 
reason of the breach, it provides a neat and precise distinction between matters 
relevant to the claimant’s loss of bargain and matters such as his subsequent 
dealings, which are for his own risk and benefit and therefore in principle 
irrelevant to the damage flowing from the defendant’s breach. ... On its face, the 
determination of Loss is required to be made as at the Early Termination Date, 
which broadly corresponds with the breach date used by the common law.   

Anthracite Rated Investments (Jersey) Ltd. v. Lehman Brothers Finance S.A. in Liquidation 

[2011] EWHC 1822 (Ch) (emphasis added).  Clearly, the court in Anthracite believed the 

exception to valuation as of the Early Termination Date should be applied only in “special 

cases,” and not in every case where the non-defaulting party could arguably be said to have been 

acting in good faith in following its own internal procedures.  There is nothing remotely special 

about this case, which involves the simplest of FX trades in a deep, highly liquid market where 

prices are readily transparent.22    

Furthermore, as set out in the East declaration, English courts apply the plain language of 

the ISDA Master Agreement, and would not read the presumption in favor of determination as of 

the Early Termination Date out of the ISDA Master Agreement, as JPMorgan’s interpretation 

                                                 
22   Vaughn Decl., ¶¶ 7–8. 
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does.23  Rather, the court would recognize that the “reasonably practicable” standard imports an 

objective check on the discretion afforded to a non-defaulting party, not free reign to conduct any 

“rational” Loss determination that it prefers.  As the East declaration describes, “[g]iving a party 

free reign to determine when it is ‘reasonably practicable’ to determine its Loss as of a date 

determined by its own unpublished, unknown and purely subjective criteria would mean that the 

parties would have no way of knowing the date upon which the Loss was to be determined.”24  

English Courts have recognized that in interpreting a standard-form contract as important as the 

ISDA Master Agreement, “it is axiomatic that it should as far as possible be interpreted in a way 

that serves the objectives of clarity, certainty and predictability, so that the very large number of 

parties using it should know where they stand.”  Lomas v. Firth Rixon [2010] EWCH 3372 (Ch.); 

accord Greenclose Ltd. v. Nat’l Westminster bank Plc. [2014] EWCH 1156 (Ch.).  Under this 

standard, JPMorgan cannot show that it was objectively “not reasonably practicable” to 

determine its loss “as of” the Early Termination Date, and an English court interpreting the ISDA 

Master Agreement would find that JPMorgan has violated it.     

C. The Plain Language Of Section 562 Of The Bankruptcy Code Requires 

Calculation Of Loss As Of The Early Termination Date. 

Faced with a statute that mandates a valuation as of the Early Termination Date as long as 

commercially reasonable determinants of value existed on that date, JPMorgan is forced to argue 

that Section 562 of the Bankruptcy Code does not apply to its claims at all.  Tellingly, JPMorgan 

does not even contest that there were commercially reasonable determinants of value on that 

date, which confirms the objective reality that it could have employed October 31 prices had it 

chosen to do so.  JPMorgan’s strained argument for disregarding Section 562 fails because: (1) 

                                                 
23   East Decl., ¶¶ 4, 16–24. 

24   Id. at ¶ 23. 
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the statute applies by its plain language, and (2) Holdings Ltd. filed for bankruptcy on October 

31, 2011, and JPMorgan has filed claims in Bankruptcy Court related to the terminated 

transactions with FX Clear against both Holdings Ltd. and FX Clear, and has in fact already 

taken approximately $1.1 million from Holdings Ltd. in payment of its claims.25  Its additional 

suggestion that the unequivocal terms of Section 562 do not actually bar its dilatory 

determination of Loss in this case because a “liquidation” may conceivably take several days 

stretches the text and the facts of this case beyond reason. 

1. Section 562 Requires Valuation As Of The Early Termination Date Unless There 
Were No Commercially Reasonable Determinants Of Value On The Early 
Termination Date. 

Section 562(a)(2) requires JPMorgan to measure its damages as of the date that it 

terminated the ISDA Master Agreement—October 31, 2011 (i.e., the Early Termination date). 11 

U.S.C. § 562(a)(2).   Only if there are “not any commercially reasonable determinants of value” 

would JPMorgan be excused from valuing the Loss as of the Early Termination Date. 11 U.S.C. 

§ 562(b).  And since JPMorgan is the terminating swap participant, it is the party that “has the 

burden of proving that there were no commercially reasonable determinants of value as of such 

date . . . .”  11 U.S.C. § 562(c). 

JPMorgan does not—and cannot—contest that there were commercially reasonable 

determinants of the value of its Loss on October 31, 2011, and therefore cannot meet its burden 

of proof under Section 562 to justify its deviation from the statute’s default date of valuation.  Its 

suggestion that the transactions at issue were not actually terminated until November 2, 2011 is 

too clever by half.  JPMorgan itself designated the Early Termination Date, and did so precisely 

in order to immediately obviate its credit exposure to an entity and its guarantor when that 

                                                 
25   Ferber Decl., ¶ 14. 
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guarantor had just filed for bankruptcy.  This termination was complete and final as of the Early 

Termination Date, and damages must therefore be determined as of that date. See Section II.B, 

supra. 

2. Section 562 Unequivocally Applies To The Terminated Transactions. 

Hoping to escape the unequivocal language of Section 562, which requires valuation of 

Loss as of the Early Termination Date, JPMorgan asks the Court to proactively read additional 

language into sections 562 and 502(g) and to adopt misplaced policy-based arguments.  These 

diversionary tactics, however, do not withstand even the most cursory consideration. 

First, JPMorgan cannot downplay the import of federal law.  To that end, JPMorgan’s 

reliance on Travelers Casualty & Surety Co. misses the mark, as it fails to acknowledge that state 

law’s “primary function under Title 11 is to define the pre-existing, i.e., pre-bankruptcy, rights of 

the parties in a bankruptcy case.” In re Pruitt, 401 B.R. 546, 553 (Bankr. D. Conn. 2009) 

(emphasis in original).  While a creditor’s pre-existing right to payment has its origins in state 

law, “the ultimate amount, character and class of a creditor’s claim for purposes of treatment in 

the bankruptcy case is determined solely by the rules and principals of the federal bankruptcy 

law.”  Id. at 555 (emphasis in original). Cf. Vanston Bondholders Protective Committee v. Green, 

329 U.S. 156 (1946) (noting federal law determines claims for interest). 

Second, JP Morgan cannot avoid the plain fact that Section 562 does not include any 

language indicating that the statute applies only to post-petition terminations. While JPMorgan is 

correct that Section 562 first refers to rejection of a swap agreement by “the trustee,” it 

completely ignores the second part of subsection (a):  “or, if a . . . swap participant liquidates, 

terminates, or accelerates” a “swap agreement.”  11 U.S.C. § 562(a) (emphasis added).  

JPMorgan’s convoluted argument that the reference in Section 562 to contracts that have been 

rejected by the bankruptcy trustee means that only post-petition contracts are covered by the 
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statute is belied by the fact that the statute also provides for valuation of damages as of the 

earlier of the date of rejection by the trustee or the date of liquidation, termination, or 

acceleration.  Id.  Therefore, Section 562 expressly contemplates its application to a contract that 

has been terminated prior to any rejection by the trustee.   

The language of section 502(g) does not obfuscate the clear terms of Section 562, 

contrary to JPMorgan’s contention otherwise.  Section 502(g)(2) provides that “[a] claim for 

damages calculated in accordance with section 562 shall be allowed . . . or disallowed . . . as if 

such claim had arisen before the date of the filing of the petition.”  11 U.S.C. § 502(g)(2).  There 

is nothing in the text of section 502(g)(2) to suggest that a claim for damages must arise either 

pre- or post-petition.  Rather, section 502(g)(2) requires that any claim arising from the 

liquidation, termination, or acceleration of certain types of contracts—whether such liquidation, 

termination, or acceleration occurred pre- or post-petition—shall be considered to have arisen 

prior to the petition date, and therefore shall be treated as a pre-petition claim.   

In light of the unambiguous statutory language, JPMorgan is forced to argue at length 

about the purported purpose of Section 562.  Response at 20–21.  According to JPMorgan, 

Section 562 was enacted to better align the timing of damage calculations to the parties’ 

contractual expectations, although JPMorgan provides absolutely no legislative history or case 

law support for its interpretation of the purposes and intent of Section 562.  It does not follow, 

however, that Section 562 does not apply to pre-petition terminations.  If Congress intended that 

Section 562 apply only to post-petition transactions, it could have so specified.  It did not.  

Instead, Section 562 provides for the calculation of damages resulting from both pre- and post-

petition terminations.  By analogy, other Code provisions concerning rejection damages apply to 

pre-petition and post-petition terminations.  Cf. In re International BioChemical Industries, 
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Inc., 2014 WL 5801533, at *6 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. Oct. 7, 2014) (applying the section 502(b)(6) 

damages cap to lessor’s claim for damages resulting from termination of lease 3 years prior to 

petition date); Johnson v. Beck (In re Johnson), 117 B.R. 461, 467 (Bankr. D. Minn. 1990) 

(rejecting former employee’s argument that his claim was not subject to the section 502(b)(7) 

cap on allowed amount of claim for damages resulting from termination of employment 

agreement because the claim “was too remote in time” from the debtor’s bankruptcy filing, 

noting that “there is no language expressly limiting the cap based on post-petition terminations, 

or to both post-petition terminations and to pre-petition terminations which occurred within a 

specific time before the bankruptcy filing. . .”). 

Moreover, JPMorgan’s argument that the Plan Administrator’s interpretation of the Code 

would lead to an “absurd” result because it “would apply to any protected transactions no matter 

how long before the bankruptcy filing they were terminated” is a red herring.  Response at 20–

21.  Section 562’s mandated valuation date would have no application to a termination payment 

that was settled prior to the bankruptcy filing, and is not otherwise avoidable.  Surely it is not 

absurd for the Bankruptcy Code to apply to a claim filed by a swap participant in a debtor’s 

bankruptcy case seeking payment for damages incurred in connection with a termination of a 

swap agreement.   

Third, even if the language of the statute were not as clear as it is, JPMorgan still could 

not escape Section 562’s mandate that Early Termination Date be the date as of which to value 

the Loss, because JPMorgan’s termination of the ISDA Master Agreement occurred after 

Holdings Ltd. filed for bankruptcy on October 31, 2011, and in fact was prompted by Holdings 

Ltd.’s bankruptcy filing.  The claims at issue are not pre-petition as to Holdings Ltd.; JPMorgan 

has filed a claim against Holdings Ltd. as guarantor under the ISDA Master Agreement, and has 
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collected  $1.1 million of Holdings Ltd.’s funds and applied such amounts to claims against 

Holdings Ltd. related to its guarantee of trades with FX Clear.26  For JPMorgan to argue that its 

guarantee claim against Holdings Ltd.—on which JPMorgan has already been paid $1.1 

million—should be subject to Section 562 but that its claim against FX Clear should not only 

highlights the absurdity of JPMorgan’s own position.  Cf. In re Lehman Bros. Holdings Inc., 422 

B.R. 407, 419 & n.6 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010) (holding that the Bankruptcy Code’s ipso facto 

protections were triggered as of the petition date of related debtor, and opining that “[a] 

possibility, in the context of swap agreements, might treat counterparties and their credit support 

providers as sufficiently related to impose ipso facto protections if either the principal or the 

guarantor were to file for bankruptcy relief”). 

Fourth, JPMorgan’s attempt to distinguish In re American Home Mortgage Holdings, 

Inc., 411 B.R. 181, 185 (Bankr. D. Del. 2009), on the basis that the repo agreement in that case 

was accelerated 5 days before the petition date, as opposed to JPMorgan’s termination of the 

ISDA Master Agreement 45 days before FX Clear filed for bankruptcy, similarly ignores the fact 

that JPMorgan’s termination of the agreement on the Early Termination Date occurred after (and 

as a result of) Holdings Ltd.’s bankruptcy filing.  Response at 21–23.  For JPMorgan to argue 

that its termination was so temporally divorced from the debtors’ bankruptcy is blatantly 

disingenuous, and certainly cannot serve as a basis for distinguishing American Home Mortgage.  

At bottom, JPMorgan cannot escape the fact that its termination of the ISDA Master Agreement 

implicates Section 562, just as that statute was implicated by the pre-petition acceleration of the 

repo agreement by the repo participant in American Home Mortgage. 

                                                 
26   Ferber Decl., ¶ 14. 
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Finally, JPMorgan’s tired recitation of the threat of “uncertainty” in “normal commercial 

relationships” posed by the Plan Administrator’s straightforward reading of Section 562 rings 

hollow.  Response at 21.  It is hardly surprising to swap participants to be expected to value 

terminated derivatives trades as of the Early Termination Date, as the ISDA Master itself 

mandates it wherever practicable.  Nor should it be surprising to any commercial party to expect 

that a contract will be valued as of the date of termination or breach.  See, e.g., Lucente v 

International Business Machines Corp., 310 F.3d 243, 262 (2d Cir 2002). 

D. JPMorgan’s Argument Creates An Impermissible Moral Hazard. 

As described in the Plan Administrator’s Objection, ¶¶ 29, 32, both Section 562 and the 

ISDA Master Agreement provide for valuation of damages as of the date of contract termination 

in order to avoid a moral hazard whereby the non-defaulting party is permitted to end its credit 

exposure to a party that has filed for bankruptcy protection and then ride the market, until it 

cherry-picks a time at which it can calculate its damages so as to maximize its claim against the 

defaulting party (while at the same time taking advantage of the same market movements to 

replace the transactions, or the associated risk, at minimal cost27).  JPMorgan’s interpretation of 

both the statute and the ISDA Master Agreement would permit it exceedingly broad discretion to 

value the terminated transactions however it preferred, after it had satisfied itself that it had 

completed a series of unspecified internal processes that it deemed necessary before “closing-

out” the trades (whatever closing-out means in JPMorgan’s ill-defined procedures).  This is 

precisely the moral hazard these provisions are designed to avoid.  JPMorgan’s Response largely 

ignores this threat except to make the circular argument that the moral hazard that Section 562 

                                                 
27   Although the facts in the record regarding JPMorgan’s actual replacement or hedging 

of the terminated trades are vague, the Plan Administrator is confident that discovery would 
reveal that JPMorgan actually covered any risk related to the terminated transactions at an 
advantageous price, prior to November 2, 2011. 
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seeks to address is not relevant when a contract governs.  Here, both the contract and the statute 

are designed to address this moral hazard.  For this reason, JPMorgan’s proposed 

interpretations—which plainly betray this purpose—must fail. 
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